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About this Document

Responses to Common Topics

The following topics received similar comments and questions from various individuals. Staff have combined multiple comments into single responses
to streamline the feedback received and responses provided.


Transportation
1. Bike lanes on 19th Street N.
Staff Response: There are no bicycle lanes on 19th Street North today. The bicycle lanes proposed for 19th Street North are consistent with
the Rosslyn sector plan final report, the Core of Rosslyn study, and the Master Transportation Plan bicycle element (2019 update).
Opportunities for additional levels of protection for cyclists along this corridor will be studied by the applicant and staff.
Applicant Response: The Applicant shares the community’s interest in promoting safe travel for cyclists, and believes the proposed project
and surrounding street network should be as friendly and stress-free to cyclists as possible. The Applicant’s design team will continue to
work with County staff to make best use of the available right-of-way in a safe and efficient manner.
The Applicant is making substantial commitments to bicycle infrastructure, including bicycle parking spaces, bicycle racks, and long-term
bicycle storage. The Applicant is also providing space for two six-foot on-road bicycle lanes along 19th Street North (eastbound and
westbound lanes) where none currently exist. These two new bicycle lanes will help complete a safe and usable bicycle network in this
section of Rosslyn.
The Applicant’s proposed 19th Street N. cross section has been coordinated with staff, and ensures minimal impacts to traffic flow and
congestion in the Rosslyn core. The proposed bike lanes accord with County Board-adopted policies, including the Rosslyn Sector Plan,
the Master Transportation Plan Map, the Master Transportation Plan’s Streets Element, and the Master Transportation Plan’s Bicycle
Element. They are also consistent with the 19th Street N. cross section contained in the Core of Rosslyn Preferred Alternative.
2. Bike lane connectivity to nearby trails and bike routes
Staff Response: This project will provide additional levels of protection to existing bike lanes, and will add dedicated bike lanes to a street
that does not have them today, thereby increasing safety and connectivity to Arlington’s existing network of local and regional bike routes
and trails.
Applicant Response: The Applicant has provided connectivity diagrams to nearby trails and bicycle routes on Figures 27 and 28 of the
Applicant’s Multimodal Transportation Assessment which provides bicycle mobility to nearby trails and Primary Bicycling Corridors. These
include Fort Myer Drive, N. Lynn Street, and the Mount Vernon Trail (which provide north-south connectivity between Arlington,
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Alexandria, and Georgetown), as well as the Wilson Boulevard/Rosslyn-Ballston corridor, the Martha Custis Trail, and the Route 29/Lee
Highway corridor (which provide east-west connectivity between Arlington, Falls Church, and Washington, D.C. The proposed project will
also help fill a missing link in the bicycle network by implementing the Core of Rosslyn recommendations for improved bicycle connectivity
along both sides of 19th Street N.
3. Above-grade parking & parking ratio
Staff Response: The residential parking ratio of 0.625 parking spaces per unit, while somewhat conservative, given the site’s central
location and the proximity of this site to the Rosslyn Metro station, is still consistent with Arlington County’s residential parking guidelines
for new multifamily buildings within the Metro corridors. While the developer could provide as few as 0.2 parking spaces per unit, and
staff could support a parking ratio substantially lower than what is being proposed, the current ratio is within existing guidelines. As for
parking above-grade, the Sector Plan allows it as long the applicant provides ample justification for the need for above-grade parking and
the garage is screened appropriately within the building.
Applicant Response: The Applicant is providing 290 parking spaces; (15 reserved for retail; 265 reserved for residents; 10 reserved for
visitors). This results in a residential parking ratio of 0.625 spaces-per-unit. This parking rate is appropriate given community concerns
about the potential for overflow parking on adjacent streets, the need to minimize impacts to on-street parking, and the need to address
market demand in light of the Applicant’s experience at other residential projects. The proposed parking ratio is appreciably lower than
nearby recently-approved Rosslyn projects, as noted below:
Site

Parking Ratio(s) for Residential Uses

Arlington, VA
1820 Fort Myer Drive (Ames Center)
1401 Lee Highway - Key Bridge Marriott
Rosslyn Gateway
Rosslyn Plaza
1401 Wilson Boulevard

0.72 spaces per unit (740 units)
0.90 spaces per unit (451 units)
0.85 spaces per unit (133 units)
0.85 spaces per unit (550 units)
0.77 spaces per unit (302 units)

The Applicant is providing 2.5 levels of below-grade parking and two levels of above-grade parking. Of the proposed 290 parking spaces,
188 spaces (or approximately 2/3 of the total spaces) will be below-grade, and 102 spaces (or approximately 1/3 of the total spaces) will
be above-grade. Given the presence of bedrock, topographic contraints, and the site’s location within the Zone of Influence for the
Metrorail tunnel, the Applicant cannot dig any further down than the current garage.
The Applicant has committed to a Transportation Demand Management (“TDM”) plan to reduce automobile trips and encourage the use
of alternative forms of transportation. To reduce the potential for having vacant parking spaces existing in perpetutiy, the Applicant has
designed the proposed parking garage to make the above-grade garage levels “convertible” by designing flat floorplates and appropriate
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floor-to-ceiling heights so that they can be retrofitted to allow for future alternative residential uses in the event parking demand is
significantly lower in the future.
4. Design of above-grade garage
Staff Response: Staff would support the applicant working with Public Art staff to determine if there is an opportunity to incorporate
public art into the above-grade garage screening.
Applicant Response: The Applicant has provided enlarged drawings and elevations on Sheets A2.11 through A2.13 of the plan set which
provide more detail of the above-grade garage design. Given the foregoing, the Applicant has located part of the garage into the natural
slope/hill of the site, and designed the proposed building to embed the above-grade parking within the building’s podium.
The above-grade portions of the garage will be lined with active retail uses, retail equivalent uses, and residential amenity uses, all of
which will screen the above-grade parking from surrounding streets. Elsewhere, decorative metal screens will carefully conceal parking
while also creating visual interest for residents, office workers, and pedestrians alike.
The Applicant is also exploring the feasibility of applying artwork and/or laser-cut imagery to the outer surface of the decorative screens
to add further public artistic and visual interest. The Applicant will work with staff during the review process to refine its approach to the
garage as a component of the project’s community benefits package.


Site Design, Building Form, & Architecture
5. Sidewalk/streetscape dimensions for ground-floor uses (including potential restaurant uses)
Staff Response: The Rosslyn Sector Plan calls for 15-19-foot sidewalks on all four frontages of the RCA site, which are the most common
sidewalk widths found throughout Rosslyn. The Zoning Ordinance requires 40ft setbacks from each street centerline, which is being met on
all four frontages.
Applicant Response: Dimensions for all street frontages as they relate to ground floor uses, including accommodations for outdoor dining,
is provided on Sheets L1.01 and L2.01 of the plan set. These graphics depict sidewalk depth as well as the potential location of tables and
chairs for potential restaurant uses.
6. Proposed density & setbacks
Staff Response: In regard to density, the project is at its maximum limit of 10.0 FAR, which is allowed in the C-O Rosslyn zoning district
provided that the applicant provide a community benefits package to justify any density requested over the 4.8 FAR limit set by the Zoning
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Ordinance. In regard to building height, at 260 feet, the proposed building is directly in line with the Sector Plan’s guidance for building
height in this location, which is considerably lower than many surrounding building height recommendations. Both the proposed density
and height are in line with how the County envisioned redevelopment on this site to look like when the Sector Plan was adopted in 2015,
so staff is comfortable with those aspects of the proposal, and believe the building size will fit in appropriately with the rest of the Rosslyn
skyline while not retracting from any of the important view corridors from the Observation Deck.
Applicant Response: The Applicant’s proposed 10.0 FAR density accords with the Zoning Ordinance, recommendations of the Rosslyn
Sector Plan, and typical densities across Rosslyn. The proposed building has been designed as a gateway site into Rosslyn and its scale,
massing, and architecture is intended to seamlessly blend with that of surrounding existing and approved, but unbuilt, buildings.
While the proposed building will likley be the shortest of the buildings along Rosslyn’s Gateway Park viewshed, the proposed building is
intended to complete the existing dominant visual pattern, sense of rhythm, and feeling of consistent spacing at Rosslyn’s northern
gateway. The building’s dramatic massing, which will incorporate a variety of materials, will create a dynamic view from surrounding
buildings and across the Potomac River.
7. Landscaping/Setbacks/Open Space along Lee Highway
Applicant Response: The Applicant is proposing to replace the existing loop road and parking along the northern property boundary with
a substantial landscaped setback and pedestrian area, which is set back eight feet further than otherwise required. This area will include
a wide sidewalk, an outdoor café seating zone that does not impede the sidewalk, and a wide planting buffer that can potentially include
an interactive art element.
We are also proposing a substantial planting buffer, which will serve as a barrier to discourage pedestrians from making mid-block
crossings, is intended to include native and/or adapted pollinator-friendly planting species that promote biodiversity. Four-season interest
plants are also anticipated to be planted, and will ensure the landscape has a presence year-round. Large shade trees are proposed to
provide valuable shade and create a cohesive and comfortable “human scale” experience that complements Gateway Park across the
Route 29/Lee Highway and enhances the Esplanade concept. Proposed streetscapes, sidewalks, and street cross-sections identified for
the portions of Route 29/Lee Highway fronting the site, as depicted on Sheet L2.01 of the the plan set.
8. Enough space for outdoor dining
Applicant Response: Dimensions for all street frontages as they relate to ground floor uses, including outdoor dining uses which do not
impede the sidewalk, are provided on Sheet L1.01 and L2.01 of the plan set. These graphics depict sidewalk depth as well as the potential
location of tables and chairs for potential restaurant uses.
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Open Space
9. Connection(s) to Gateway Park
Staff Response: The Sector Plan does not call for direct access from the RCA site to Gateway Park above what is already existing today – a
street-level crosswalk at the intersection of Lee Highway and N. Lynn Street. However, as part of a community benefit, there could be an
opportunity to further assess an enhanced connection between the subject site and the Park. At the very least, the applicant will be
providing a contribution toward open space improvements in Rosslyn, which help fund improvement projects like this.
Applicant Response: The Applicant has provided pedestrian connectivity to Gateway Park, as depicted on Figures 27 and 28 of the
Applicant’s Multimodal Transportation Assessment. Pedestrian connectivity was recently enhanced through improvements at the Lee
Highway and the N. Lynn Street intersection, and the Applicant will work with staff during the review process on these connections. The
Applicant understands the importance of Gateway Park, both to its future residents and Rosslyn, generally. Gateway Park is an important
amenity for Rosslyn and the site, and the Applicant will work with staff during this process to determine the best way to ensure
enhancements as a part of its community benefits package.



Community Benefits
10. Affordable Housing
Staff Response: For affordable housing, we can expect either committed affordable units on-site, a contribution to the County’s Affordable
Housing Investment Fund, or a combination of both.
Applicant Response: The Applicant continues to refine its approach to affordable housing and will work with staff to finalize the project’s
community benefits package. Regardless of the composition of the community benefits package, the Applicant will be obligated to satisfy
the affordable housing contribution required for the project’s base density. This would likely be in the form of a significant contribution
to the AHIF.
11. Bird-friendly glass
Staff Response: Staff will be using the County’s Green Building Bonus Density Incentive Policy to reward the applicant additional density
for sustainability measures included in the project that are above and beyond our standard requirements. One sustainability feature that
is an option for the applicant is bird-friendly glass. The applicant may choose to incorporate bird-friendly glass into the project, but they
also have other options to choose from via the Incentive Policy.
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Applicant Response: In an effort to reduce glare and reflectiveness of the proposed building, as well as bird injury and death due to inflight collisions with buildings, the Applicant is exploring the use of bird-friendly glass for those high-risk portions of the building façade
that are most vulnerable to collision due to bird migration along the Potomac River (e.g., between the heights of eight feet and 36 feet on
the north elevation and wrapping around the corner of N. Lynn Street for the two retail bays that front onto open space. The project team
will continue to evaluate all options to ensure bird collisions are minimized.
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SPRC Member Comments
*Please see the ‘Responses to Common Topics’ section on page 2 for staff and applicant responses.

Site Background & Context
No comments received.

Land Use & Zoning
No comments received.

Site Design, Building Form, & Architecture
Number

Name

SD-1

C. Dean Foster

SD-2

Ian Blackwell

Connection to
Project
Site Plan Review
Committee
member for this
project
Site Plan Review
Committee
member for this
project

Transportation Comments

Notes

To me, the sky window with the connecting bridge at the uppermost levels of the two
towers with the treed courtyard below is intriguing. I would like to know what has
been the experience of others in the profession with this design?
-I applaud the design of the building on the ground floor and from the 4th floor on up. I
think that the design of floors 4-27 above the parking block presents a creative mix with
the 2 structures being bridged together with the top penthouse floor. Additionally, I
enjoy the differences in visual planes as I look around the building.
-In the proposed retail uses on the ground floor, is there any desire for some of these
spaces to be occupied by food service? If so, has sidewalk space outside been
considered for the accommodation of some outdoor seating/dining areas? This spacing
accommodation also ensuring that if used by outdoor dining, there would still be ample
clearance space for pedestrians to walk through area.

Open Space & Landscaping
Number

Name

OS-1

Jim Lantelme

Connection to
Project
SPRC – Planning
Commission

Transportation Comments

Notes

Some of the renderings show greenery on unit balconies. Is the greenery intended to be
a feature or amenity of the building? Will bird friendly glass be used?
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Transportation
Number

Name

T-1

Chris Slatt

Connection to
Project
Site Plan Review
Committee
member for this
project

Transportation Comments

Notes

19TH ST:
I am glad to see some bike facilities show on the applicant's 4.1 for 19th St, but they do
not go far enough. 19th St was the Core of Rosslyn Study's greatest failure from a bike
perspective and with a brand new building across 19th St, this project is our only
opportunity in the next 30+ years to correct that failure.
The original concept for the Core of Rosslyn Study showed protected bike lanes in both
directions; due to the impact shown on car flow from that design, it was reduced in
concept 2 to a protected bike lane only in the eastbound direction. Based on the
continued impact to car flow, it was axed entirely in the final preferred concept.
Because of this, 19th St is the only street that would get MORE stressful for cyclists
under the "preferred" alternative than the "baseline 2030" scenario (pg 49 of the Core
of Rosslyn Study final report).
The report also makes it clear that the Core of Rosslyn preferred alternative is
constrained here by the existing amount of Right of Way and that these bike facilities
should be added when "additional space can be integrated into the street cross section
through redevelopment". (pg 48) That moment is NOW.
These facilities on 19th St are critical to provide east-west bicycle circulation through
Rosslyn. The Custis Trail provides a low-stress east-west connection but it is at the far
northern edge of Rosslyn. Someday in the future, Wilson Blvd is expect to provide a
low-stress route westbound, but not eastbound and Wilson Blvd is on the southern end
of Rosslyn, a full 1/3 of a mile from the Custis Trail. Imagine a cyclist at the corner of Ft
Myer Dr & 19th (perhaps they just got out of church at Arlington Temple) wanting to
head to 19th & Lynn (perhaps to have lunch at the Little Beet). Their available lowstress route is to go up Ft Meyer (in the future 2-way PBL), west on Wilson & back south
down Lynn (in the future 1-way PBL) for a total distance of .4 miles (and including the
significant hill up to Wilson Blvd)? when the actual points they are trying to travel
between are only 0.1 miles apart down 19th St? Any sane person is going to bike (or
scoot) on the sidewalk creating conflict with pedestrians.
Unprotected bike lanes on 19th St, especially with the new retail proposed for 19th St
in this project, will certainly attract pickup & dropoff activity, leading to a bike facility
that is unusable for its intended purpose a significant percentage of the time due to
being blocked by motor vehicles.
Unprotected bike lanes on 19th St do not meet Arlington's vision for a bike facility
network that "provides safe, reliable, convenient and comfortable travel for persons of
all ages and abilities" and unprotected bike lanes are not the appropriate facility for
19th St based on the "Contextual Guidance for Selecting All Ages & Abilities Bikeways"
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in Appendix C of the MTP's Bicycle Element.
This project should ensure the County's ability to provide protected bike lanes on 19th
Street through some combination of the following options: 1) moving this project's
proposed tree pits so that they are between the eastbound bike lane and car traffic,
thereby re-using existing public space to function as protection for that eastbound bike
lane 2) reducing the 18' sidewalk by up to 3' to free up space to be used as a protected
buffer for the bike lanes 3) moving this project's building wall back to create more right
of way 4) some other solution that creates a low-stress facility that is acceptable to the
applicant and staff
PARKING:
I would support a lower parking ratio and strongly support the elimination of the aboveground parking proposed in this project. It is not wrapped in an active use, nor does it
appear to be well-screened architecturally. This project is situated with excellent access
to transit and the regional bike network.

T-2

T-3

Ian Blackwell

Jim Lantelme

Site Plan Review
Committee
member for this
project

SPRC – Planning
Commission

LOADING:
In future presentations & engagements, please provide a detailed explanation of the
turning movements for the loading dock as well as a justification for the reduction in
loading bays.
-While I enjoy the design of the majority of the building, the parking floor block that
appears to be floors 2-3, still looks just like a parking block. I understand the difficulty in
hiding this within the building, but is there some way to design this in way that there
isnt just this dead space of 2 floors? Particularly with the activity on the ground floor
from retail space, entry ways, etc.(at least on 3/4s of the sides) and then the 4th floor
open outdoor space that could be lively with residents, there is just this dead block in
between. Given the proximity to the Rosslyn metro stop and bus hub, is this level of
parking needed for this building?
-As part of building construction, will all intended additions to the bicycle element of
the transportation master plan be incorporated? This seems like the opportunity for
these pieces of the intended protected bike lanes be developed.
There are two levels of above grade parking at just over .6/ unit. Are those parking
levels being constructed such that they are convertible to occupied space should
demand shrink? How many spaces will be ready for EV charging to be installed at a later
date? Is there sufficient room for transformers?

Community Benefits & Sustainability
Number

Name

CB-1

C. Dean Foster

Connection to
Project
SPRC

Community Benefits Comments

Notes

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the RCA Building redevelopment
project at 1901 North Moore St. in Rosslyn.
As a member of the Park and Recreation Commission, and especially after discussing
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CB-2

Ian Blackwell

SPRC

the proposed project with fellow commission member, David Howell, I am interested
in the biophilic aspects of the design for the new building. Such as, but certainly not
limited to: the use of native species of plants, shrubs and trees whenever possible; a
rain garden for pollinators and birds; plantings arranged in such a way as to soften
lines and enhance the streetscape; and management of storm and water runoff in a
way that might be useful in watering plants without the expense and waste of using
potable treated county water.
The new building will include over 400 residential units. This is commendable, as
noted by the staff, for enhancing the diversity and urban life of Rosslyn which is still
mostly commercial offices. A contribution to the further development of the adjacent
Gateway Park on the north side of the building would enhance the lives of the
residential occupants and others in the building and provide a community benefit.
The Park will offer bike trails, walking paths and open green space.
Bird friendly glass is encouraged not only on the first three or four levels of the
building but in other exterior glassed areas. Birds have collision issues with the glass
and steel high rise canyons that characterize the Rosslyn skyline as well as avoiding
the flight path of the planes using the nearby National Airport.
C. Dean Foster
-As with other development projects, I have asked that in lieu of only making a
payment to the affordable housing contribution fund, there be consideration of setting
aside some units as affordable. The location of this project being right next door to a
hub of transportation options and grocery stores, is ideal for affordable units where
the occupants would not require the need for a car. I think this can be more impactful
than just a payment into the affordable housing fund.

Construction

No comments received.

Other
Number

Name

O-1

Ian Blackwell

Connection to
Project
Other
Commission

Other Comments

Notes

-Is it possible to get more renderings of the street level view from the pedestrian
experience for the next rounds of SPRC? Preferably from each side of the building.
From the current renderings, it is very difficult to assess the pedestrian experience,
particularly that of Moore Street, where the loading docks and parking entrance
appear.
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Community Member Comments
*Please see the ‘Responses to Common Topics’ section on page 2 for staff and applicant responses.

Site Background & Context
Number

Name

SB-1

Brooke Dickson

Connection to
Project
Community
member or
neighbor

Community Benefits Comments

Notes

Second, there is also the issue of affordability. The RCA Building was one of the last
places that small businesses could afford to occupy. Another luxury apartment building
will bring increased market rates and lock out these small businesses. Mom and Pop
shops, dry cleaners, and places like the Continental already struggle to remain viable in
that space. Pricing those businesses out of the last affordable commercial rental
market adds to the destruction of Arlington as both a pedestrian oriented and small
business oriented community. Rosslyn needs a true mixture of retail and small business
to retain itself as a neighborhood and not just a bunch of skyscrapers with luxury
housing mixed in.

Land Use & Zoning
Number

Name

LU-1

Ann McKenney

LU-2

Daniel DePoy

LU-3

Brooke Dickson

LU-4

Cindy Nelson

Connection to
Project
Community
member or
neighbor
Community
member or
neighbor
Community
member of
neighbor

Other Arlington
County Board,
Commission, or
Committee
member

Community Benefits Comments

Notes

4. Consider Arlington County space occupancy with library, senior center and services
for the homeless. Community center with swimming pool. Rosslyn does not have any
services as I noted . Libraries and services are in many Arlington communities but none
are in Rosslyn.
Rosslyn needs an ABC store.
The RCA building occupies a prime spot in the Georgetown/Rosslyn corridor. It
benefits from the open space provided by the fronting park area and it sits on the Lee
Highway/N Lynn St interchange which is a critical route for Northern VA to DC
commuters. My concern is overdevelopment of this space. First, the number of
residential units already creates more traffic from residential cars and competition for
parking in an area where parking is at a premium. I used to work in the RSA building
and even underground and above ground parking could not meet the needs of daily
parking, much less long term/permanent parking.
3) Time consuming and heavily, community-input site plans were tediously prepared
with established zone requirements to be followed by Arlington County that should
NOT be altered. Those site plans were approved by the county and should NOT be
tossed aside for a 'developer's wishes' and/or to fatten Arlington's pockets.
Community site plans should be upheld.
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Site Design, Building Form, & Architecture
Connection to
Project
Community
member or
neighbor

Number

Name

SD-3

Xavier Domenico

SD-4

Nilah Jackson

Community
member or
neighbor

SD-5

Ann McKenney

SD-6

Joyce Adams

Community
member of
neighbor
Community
member of
neighbor

SD-7

Jennifer Sosin

Community
member of
neighbor

SD-8

Cindy Nelson

Community
member of
neighbor

SD-9

Nancy Iacomini

Community
member of
neighbor

Community Benefits Comments

Notes

Too many new buildings in Rosslyn are all glass and steel, this just adds to that. I
strongly, strongly request and hope for a more traditional sky scraper approach. I
believe the developers are aiming to increase sustainability, however glass buildings
(such as this) are some of the least energy efficient/sustainable buildings. I would much
rather see something different than another glass/steel cube that goes up in this area.
If this is going to last a few decades, might as well make it look nice and something that
doesn’t become unappealing after the novelty wears off to avoid mistakes made in the
past.
Please please please don't use so much glass. There are too many in Rosslyn and in
Arlington in General. Also, can you make the buildings more symmetrical and please
create a sense of place that doesn't evoke blandness?
1.Buildings are too tall.
2.Connector from one building to another is ugly.
Second, I really hate that we're going for the Crystal City model of development and
eliminating all of our setbacks. The Grand Canyon of Rosslyn is not a nice place to be
as a pedestrian - the whole place is out of scale for use by humans and choking off
views of the sky make it even less so. I live ten minutes walk from Rosslyn and will
always choose to turn towards Clarendon for restaurants and recreation, unless I'm
going to Target or Safeway.
Separately, on the massing, while I support increased density of housing in Rosslyn,
affordable housing included, I hope the architecture contributes to an urban
environment that feels welcoming and residential, rather than like a dense cluster of
fortress offices. I also would like to see Arlington adopt a program that incentivizes
private buildings in neighborhoods like Rosslyn, Ballston, and Crystal City to create
well-ventilated indoor atria that are open to the public during business and early
evening hours.
5) Finally, Arlington is so short of skywalks. Don't remove this one and do not get rid
of the loop road so that another building takes up even more land space on the road.
Arlington should NOT approve this proposal!
Site Design & Architecture
The architecture proposed for this gateway site is very interesting. I look forward to
seeing more slides of the proposed building in a fuller architectural Rosslyn context.
I’m also not sure I understand how the North façade works. It appears in some
renderings to be cantilevered over the podium – and gives a sort of overbalanced
appearance. But that could just be my mis-reading of the image slides.
I would like to hear more about the proposed vacation of County ROW and how that
would be compensated.
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SD-10

David Howell

Other Arlington
County Board,
Commission, or
Committee
member

This initial project design has many positive characteristics that will fit with the
location and the guidance for Rosslyn development. I will focus on three topics in
these initial comments.
First, while the building form is innovative and interesting, the transition from ground
to towers would benefit from being less busy and more graceful. Depending on how it
is counted, there are 5 or 6 different facades for the eye to perceive, with different
intervals, colors and materials. The overall effect could be improved by simplifying
that transition.

Open Space & Landscaping
Connection to
Project
Community
member or
neighbor
Community
member or
neighbor

Number

Name

OS-2

Ravi Nagarajan

OS-3

Ann McKenney

OS-4

Joyce Adams

Community
member of
neighbor

OS-5

Jennifer Sosin

Community
member of
neighbor

OS-6

Nancy Iacomini

OS-7

David Howell

Community
member of
neighbor
Other Arlington
County Board,
Commission, or
Committee
member

Community Benefits Comments

Notes

I would encourage redevelopment in Rosslyn that maintains or creates new open space
and continued views from neighboring buildings.
3.The buildings are to close to Lee Highway and should have a green area in front of it
which the hotel had. There is so little green areas left in Rosslyn.
It's really sad that all of the green space envisioned by this plan is reserved for the
sole enjoyment of the residents, by being located off of ground level. Those spaces
look lovely, should be accessible and visible to the public, and moving them would go
a long way toward humanizing the building.
My comments are rooted in the hope that we do not assume this pandemic is the last,
and that all development plans, but especially those in denser urban neighborhoods,
maximize public access and opportunities for four-season indoor/outdoor living. Will
all the green spaces that are part of this development be open to the public? Are they
designed in a way to facilitate a variety of passive uses? Including in cold and rainy
weather?
Open Space & Landscaping
I’d like to see more detail about the ground level landscaping proposed for the North
façade given its proximity to Gateway Park.
Second, that softening could easily and beneficially be improved with a more robust
perimeter of natural plantings that extends farther around the north facade. That
would further enhance the statement and effect of the throughway landscaping, and
enhance the connection of those natural areas with the nearby natural features of
nearby properties and parkland along the river. Arlington has spent considerable time
discussing connections with the river. This is an opportunity to visually "reach" out to
those natural spaces.
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Transportation

Connection to
Project
Community
member or
neighbor
Community
member or
neighbor

Number

Name

T-4

Hannah Follweiler

T-5

Zachary DesJardins

T-6

Joyce Adams

Community
member or
neighbor

T-7

Jennifer Sosin

T-8

Henry Kelly

Community
member or
neighbor
Community
member or
neighbor

T-9

Paul Levett

Community
member of
neighbor

T-10

Amelia Ayers

Community
member of
neighbor

Transportation Comments

Notes

Great looking building. We need a network of protected, low-stress bike lanes. The
building has bike storage, and we need to make sure that people feel safe using their
bikes. This site is also next to two trails.
The plans for the 19th St N bike lanes conflict with guidance requiring protected bike
lanes on multilane streets. Add protection so people do not die when biking on this
block. Reducing the lane widths to an urban 10' instead of highway width 11' or remove
one of the lanes entirely as there is little demand to go straight across and none to turn
left onto Moore so remove one of those lanes. It is also unclear whether your plans will
provide a separate walk phase from left turning vehicles.v
I live in Court House and (pre-pandemic) frequently visited 1901 N. Moore. A few
thoughts - first, the site plan absolutely needs to include sidewalks along the west side
of Lee Highway. Walking along Gateway Park can be problematic, either because of
events taking place in the park, there's no crosswalk to cross Lynn Street, or because of
concerns about safety.
Will adjacent sidewalks be wide enough to allow outdoor dining and outdoor retail
sales? Will the development make it easier, rather than harder, for pedestrians and
cyclists to move through and around Rosslyn?
Rosslyn urgently needs to shift from a car-centered to a people-centered space. The
development of the 1901 Moore street property provides a chance to take an
important step by providing a protected bicycle lane on 19th street. Your map shows a
protected lane on Fort Meyer Drive. I hope that this is actually in the works. Rosslyn
needs to be a place where people live and enjoy a beautiful site instead of being an
intersection of multi-lane highways
Protected Bike Lanes are needed on 19th St N. According to the Sector Plan, 19th St is
expected to eventually connect directly to the Mt Vernon Trail which will generate
additional bike traffic. The only eastbound low-stress bike facility called for in the Core
of Rosslyn Study is the Custis Trail. Due to the 1-way nature of the future Lynn St PBL,
having multiple east-west connections in Rosslyn is important so that people can get
over to Ft Myer Drive to travel north. The Core of Rosslyn study specifically notes that
protected bike facilities on 19th are not feasible until "additional space can be
integrated into the street cross section through redevelopment". This development is
our only opportunity to "right-size" the right-of-way on 19th St to allow this critical
bicycle facility, do not let is pass us by.
As a homeowner in between the Rosslyn-Courthouse neighborhoods who regularly
bikes to work in DC and around our area, Bike Lanes are needed on 19th St N.
According to the Sector Plan, 19th St is expected to eventually connect directly to the
Mt Vernon Trail which will generate additional bike traffic. The only eastbound lowstress bike facility called for in the Core of Rosslyn Study is the Custis Trail. Due to the
1-way nature of the future Lynn St PBL, having multiple east-west connections in
Rosslyn is important so that people can get over to Ft Myer Drive to travel north. The
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T-11

Ben

Community
member of
neighbor

T-12

Sarah Husband

Community
member of
neighbor

T-13

Cindy Nelson

Community
member of
neighbor

T-14

Bayley Vanderpoel

Community
member or
neighbor

T-15

Henry Dunbar

Community
member or
neighbor

T-16

Christopher
Forinash

Other Arlington
County Board,
Commission, or

Core of Rosslyn study specifically notes that protected bike facilities on 19th are not
feasible until "additional space can be integrated into the street cross section through
redevelopment". This development is our only opportunity to "right-size" the right-ofway on 19th St to allow this critical bicycle facility, please do not let this pass us by.
As a homeowner in between the Rosslyn-Courthouse neighborhoods who regularly
bikes to work in DC and around our area, Bike Lanes are needed on 19th St N.
According to the Sector Plan, 19th St is expected to eventually connect directly to the
Mt Vernon Trail which will generate additional bike traffic. The only eastbound lowstress bike facility called for in the Core of Rosslyn Study is the Custis Trail. Due to the
1-way nature of the future Lynn St PBL, having multiple east-west connections in
Rosslyn is important so that people can get over to Ft Myer Drive to travel north. The
Core of Rosslyn study specifically notes that protected bike facilities on 19th are not
feasible until "additional space can be integrated into the street cross section through
redevelopment". This development is our only opportunity to "right-size" the right-ofway on 19th St to allow this critical bicycle facility, please do not let this pass us by.
We need protected bike lanes on on 19th St because Rosslyn is very dangerous to bike
through, but also essential for getting to certain parts of D.C. I am an avid commuter
cyclist and depending on my job I have had to bike through Rosslyn to get to my job.
4) This overall proposal is ridiculous in parking spaces, as there is rarely a parking space
to be found in Rosslyn. Where is Arlington expecting the 149 occupants without
parking spaces to park? Metro is running at a limited capacity and is expected not to
return to its usual capacity, if ever. There are no walkable grocery stores nearby.
People will HAVE to drive and will need a car.
Please make it safe for all Arlingtonians to travel across town. Not just those inside of
automobiles. I feel unsafe biking my daughter around town and I don't think Arlington
County is doing enough to make it safer.
I work in Rosslyn and bike commute through the neighborhood daily. Protected Bike
Lanes are needed on 19th St N. According to the Sector Plan, 19th St is expected to
eventually connect directly to the Mt Vernon Trail which will generate additional bike
traffic. The only eastbound low-stress bike facility called for in the Core of Rosslyn
Study is the Custis Trail. Due to the 1-way nature of the future Lynn St PBL, having
multiple east-west connections in Rosslyn is important so that people can get over to Ft
Myer Drive to travel north. The Core of Rosslyn study specifically notes that protected
bike facilities on 19th are not feasible until "additional space can be integrated into the
street cross section through redevelopment". This development is our only opportunity
to "right-size" the right-of-way on 19th St to allow this critical bicycle facility, do not let
is pass us by.
Overall I support this redevelopment, at the density proposed. I have two comments:
1- I disagree with building above-ground parking, even with an architectural facade. This
proposed development has a minimum parking requirement of 0.2 spaces per unit, and
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Committee
member

T-17

Darren Buck

Community
member or
neighbor

T-18

Collier Cook

Community
member or
neighbor

T-19

Gillana Burgess

Other Arlington
County Board,
Commission, or
Committee
member

applicants propose to provide more than TRIPLE that amount. Replace the aboveground parking with more spaces for people to live.
2. 19th St needs a safe, all-ages, protected bike lane (PBL) facility. According to the
Sector Plan, 19th St is expected to eventually connect directly to the Mt Vernon Trail
which will generate additional bike traffic. The only eastbound low-stress bike facility
called for in the Core of Rosslyn Study is the Custis Trail. Due to the 1-way nature of the
future Lynn St PBL, having multiple east-west connections in Rosslyn is important so
that people can get over to Ft Myer Drive to travel north. The Core of Rosslyn study
specifically notes that protected bike facilities on 19th are not feasible until "additional
space can be integrated into the street cross section through redevelopment". This
development is our only opportunity to "right-size" the right-of-way on 19th St to allow
this critical bicycle facility, do not let is pass us by.
Some attempt to provide Protected Bike Lanes has to be made on 19th St N. I
recognize that space is tight. But at a bare minimum, get rid of the extra foot wasted on
a stepout zone between the bike lanes and treeboxes, and use that foot to put down a
row of flexposts.
According to the Sector Plan, 19th St is expected to eventually connect directly to the
Mt Vernon Trail which will generate additional bike traffic. The only eastbound lowstress bike facility called for in the Core of Rosslyn Study is the Custis Trail. Due to the
1-way nature of the future Lynn St PBL, having multiple east-west connections in
Rosslyn is important so that people can get over to Ft Myer Drive to travel north. The
Core of Rosslyn study specifically notes that protected bike facilities on 19th are not
feasible until "additional space can be integrated into the street cross section through
redevelopment". This development is our only opportunity to rebuild the right-of-way
on 19th St to allow this critical bicycle facility, so the time is now. Please try to do
something.
The streetscape on 19th Street N needs to be adjusted to allow sufficient space for
proper protected east-west bike lanes suitable for all ages and abilities. There are
almost no safe and comfortable east-west bike lanes within the Core of Rosslyn either
now or planned. Also with the provision of ground floor retail on this site, any painted
bike lanes will become de facto vehicle stopping/loading zones. So protection is needed.
With this redevelopment, this is the time to create the space necessary to
accommodate these protected bike lanes. If we don't do this now we will unlikely get
this needed space in the future.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this project in the heart of Rosslyn. I
applaud the thoughtfulness that has gone into the building design. I want to comment
on three areas: (1) the need for protected bike lanes in both directions on 19th Street
North and North Lynn Streets; (2) the need for convenient and safe parking for cargo
bikes and bikes, scooters and other micro-mobility vehicles that use e-assist; and (3) the
need for an elementary school in this area.
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First, both the new 19th Street North and North Lynn Street 1 - 19th and Lynn will see
vehicle volumes that necessitate protected bike lanes under the NACTO guidance.
Thus, these streets should provide protected bike lanes in both directions. Failure to do
so would be inconsistent with the Bicycle Element of the Master Transportation Plan. It
would also mean that more people on bikes will choose to ride on the sidewalk for their
safety, making the route less safe and comfortable for pedestrians. It would undermine
smart school transportation policies that Arlington Public Schools is trying to establish
by making it harder for children to bike to school or to a school bus stop or transit stop
that will take them to school.
According to the Sector Plan, 19th St is expected to eventually connect directly to the
Mt Vernon Trail which will generate additional bike traffic. The only eastbound lowstress bike facility called for in the Core of Rosslyn Study is the Custis Trail. Due to the
1-way nature of the future Lynn St PBL, having multiple east-west connections in
Rosslyn is important so that people can get over to Ft Myer Drive to travel north. The
Core of Rosslyn study specifically notes that protected bike facilities on 19th are not
feasible until "additional space can be integrated into the street cross section through
redevelopment". This development is our only opportunity to "right-size" the right-ofway on 19th St to allow this critical bicycle facility, do not let is pass us by.
On Lynn Street, this project will shift space that is currently used for public mobility to
part of the building. Car parking that currently sits on private land will be moved to
burden public land. In 2021, Arlington should not be dedicating any more public land to
private vehicle parking. Instead, this space should be used to provide a southbound
protected bike lane, keeping bikes and scooters off the heavily used sidewalk.

T-20

Neil Curran

Community
member or
neighbor

Second, an increasing number of people are using cargo bikes, ebikes and other micromobility with e-assist, like escooters, to get around Arlington. This trend is great - it
means more people can get around without the damage and dangers that accompanies
car trips. This development should support this trend by offer convenient and secure
parking for these vehicles, including charging for e-assist.
This is our chance to right-size the right-of-way on 19th St to support this critical piece
of bike infrastructure. 19th St N is important for future bike flow because 1) the far east
end of 19th St N is slated to get a brand new connection to the Mt Vernon Trail and 2)
the future Lynn St protected bike lane will be one way (southbound) so cyclists will need
conveniently located east-west connection to Ft Meyer Drive (which will have a 2-way
facility) in order to travel north. It needs bike facilities that work for all ages and
abilities.
Making any part of Arlington better for bikes long term is better for Arlington long term.
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Community Benefits & Sustainability
Connection to
Project
Community
member or
neighbor

Number

Name

CB-3

Cindy Nelson

CB-4

Nancy Iacomini

Community
member or
neighbor

CB-5

William Ross

Other Arlington
County Board,
Commission, or
Committee
member

Community Benefits Comments

Notes

2) Arlington County is continuously allowing developers to rezone without any real
benefit to residents. Arlington, this is not right and especially not with our tax money!
Any benefits that are promised have not been realized and have taken years to fruition
(example - park by Gold's Gym in Ballston that is just now being done after more than
10 years of waiting). Some promised developer benefits have never happened, and
Arlington County has allowed this to occur.
Community Benefits
I’m interested to hear more about other community benefits that will be possible with
this project as it seeks the full C-O Rosslyn zoning and greater density. Given its
important location adjacent to a major open space, I am hopeful it will be able to
contribute to the Master Planning for and perhaps implementation of a renewed
Gateway Park.
The project looks interesting and in many cases appears to fulfill Sector Plan
guidelines.
On the biophilic aspects, the design looks like a good start with the sky window and
the roof terrace. I would expect that you will be attempting to maximize native
species plantings. I will be looking forward to additional presentations and details,
including the materials planted for the green roof.
The major concern I have involves the listed Community Benefits. There is nothing
mentioned concerning support for the sector plan’s open space goals and the
expectation that private developers contribute to the fulfillment of those goals. Given
the proximity of this property to Gateway Park and the extraordinary outdoor views
and benefits that future residents will enjoy, a financial contribution for the future
redevelopment of this park is called for. For the Holiday Inn site, with no explicit onsite open space planned, $5 million is being contributed. For the Marriott site, where
extensive open space improvements are planned, almost $900k for open space
improvements in this vicinity is being contributed.
A review of recent projects and developer open space/park contributions in other
jurisdictions, suggests that around $5,000 per multifamily residential unit might be
considered a reasonable contribution. With the 426 units proposed for RCA, an open
space contribution of 426 * $5,000 = $2,130,000 would be called for.

CB-6

David Howell

Other Arlington
County Board,
Commission, or

I would hope that the project attorneys, who worked with the county on the Holiday
Inn project, and staff would appreciate the appropriate parallels to this project.
Third--and an extremely important and concerning issue--is the fact that there is no
mention of bird-safe glass on any part of this building. That is a serious oversight. The
open location at the north end of Rosslyn presents all of the classic dangers to
resident and migratory birds. The skyway, as attractive a design and marketing
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Committee
member

CB-7

Susan Reith

Other Arlington
County Board,
Commission, or
Committee
member

feature as it is, is a perpetual danger to all birds because of the visual lines straight
through. The first few floors of any building must also include bird-safe glass because
of the reflections created of street trees and other landscaping that is desired by all,
and required. As important, the very innovative and desirable planted areas on the
4th level need to be accompanied by bird-safe glass at that level and two floors
above. The window arrangements in the north tower to enhance views may help the
remainder of those floors to minimize direct refection or view-through deceptions,
but the entire north facade should be bird-safe. That is exposed to the very near
natural areas in and along the river, which are one of the most rich and active bird
habitat and migratory flyway corridors in our region.
EcoAction Arlington Comments on the Site Plan for the 1901 N. Moore St. (RCA) Site
EcoAction Arlington has been protecting and improving water, air, and open space in
the Arlington community and nearby areas for over forty years by promoting
stewardship of our natural resources and connecting all citizens to practical solutions
to achieve a sustainable lifestyle. As part of our mission, we engage in actions that will
mitigate the impending climate catastrophe and create a sustainable and livable
community.
As a representative of EcoAction Arlington, I welcome the opportunity to comment on
this project and offer the following input on the process:
1) Energy Efficiency and CEP Goals:
LEED Certification: As a project to be developed after the adoption of the revised
2019 Community Energy Plan (CEP), this project will have a significant impact on the
long-term ability of the County to meet its goals to achieve 100 percent renewable
electricity by 2035 and 100 percent carbon neutrality by 2050. The fact that the
Applicant has confirmed LEED Gold certification is commendable; however, we urge
the applicant to design to LEED Platinum level, with a focus on Energy and
Atmosphere. LEED Platinum should be a reachable goal without adding substantially
to project cost, and is consistent with Arlington’s CEP sustainability goals.
Zero Carbon Evaluation: We commend the design team for conducting this evaluation
and recommend that the project be designed to meet zero carbon goals. At a
minimum, the project should be designed as zero carbon-ready by assuring that the
electrical system infrastructure is designed to replace natural gas as a fuel source as
noted below.
Electrification: We recognize that Dominion’s current energy sources result in fossil
fuel usage for projects powered by electricity. We also understand that natural gas is
a relatively efficient fuel source compared with other fossil fuels. However, the notion
of “clean natural gas” is a fallacy and contributes to significant carbon pollution as
well as other environmental threats associated with its extraction. We anticipate that
momentum building within the Commonwealth of Virginia and Dominion’s
constituencies will cause a large shift from fossil fuels to renewable sources of energy
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for Arlington’s electrical needs during the life of this project. The Applicant’s
preliminary LEED scorecard recommends a central gas-fired system for domestic hot
water. We encourage the Applicant to reconsider using natural gas as a fuel source for
this project and change to all electric sources. At a minimum, the installed electric
service and wiring for the buildings should allow for the eventual installation of allelectric systems.
We note that the preliminary LEED scorecard assumes that electric dryers and electric
ranges will be installed in dwelling units. We support the use of all electric residential
appliances, and suggest that the Applicant promote all electric appliances to
prospective residents as an important step toward carbon neutrality.
Efficiency: As the largest single source of carbon emissions, buildings must be
designed to maximize energy efficiency in order to achieve the County’s carbon
neutrality goals. This project design, as reflected in an Energy and Atmosphere
commitment of 11 out of 33 possible points (and a possible 5 more), falls far short of
what is readily achievable and is inconsistent with the CEP goals. We urge the
Applicant to take the following steps:
 Commit to earning all 18 points in the optimize energy performance
category. The Applicant is already committing to 6 points, with an
additional 4 designated as “Maybe” on the preliminary LEED scorecard;
 Commit to earning all 6 Enhanced Commissioning points, including
enhanced commissioning of the building's thermal envelope and Energy
Star certification post-occupancy to verify ongoing energy performance;
 Incorporate higher efficiency glazing systems;
 Review the building facades’ design to optimize shading of south-facing
glass during summer months by incorporating overhangs and recesses in
the design. Incorporate light shelves and other strategies to maximize
daylighting while minimizing glare. Provide envelope studies and
advanced energy modeling to illustrate how a more climate-responsive
envelope design will be achieved, and demonstrate performance.
Minimum Energy Performance: The preliminary LEED scorecard states that
“Preliminary energy model report provided as part of the initial 4.1 submission.
Energy Model will be updated at major design milestones to confirm that at least 15%
energy savings beyond the baseline is achieved.” Energy modeling results for two
design schemes (Tiers 1 and 2) are also provided, with predictions for Tier 1 of 15%+
energy cost savings, and Tier 2 of at least 25% energy cost savings relative to an
ASHRAE 90.1-2010 baseline design. We strongly encourage the applicant to commit to
a design that results in savings of 20%, or preferably 25%, cost savings over baseline.
Renewable Energy: The Applicant notes in their preliminary LEED scorecard that “solar
PV [photovoltaic] feasibility is currently being discussed.” Regarding Green Power and
Carbon Offsets, they state that the “Plan is to purchase this at end of project.
Estimates will be provided in a future energy model report. The Zero Carbon Analysis
will also factor into this credit (and vice versa).”
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While these considerations are encouraging, we call on the Applicant to move toward
the 100 percent renewable electricity goal by agreeing to:
 Build onsite solar sufficient to offset a portion of the building's energy
load; and
 Be more specific in their plans to purchase offsite renewable energy, as
other large firms and the Arlington County Government recently have
done.
2) Water Efficiency: We encourage the applicant to pursue the Outdoor Water Use
Reduction point identified as “maybe” on the LEED scorecard.
3) Location and Transportation
Bicycle Facilities: The preliminary LEED scorecard notes that “Credit is not achievable
because there is not enough room to store 1 bike per d.u.” We urge the Applicant to
provide more specific information on proposed bicycle facilities, and encourage the
Applicant to work towards meeting LEED requirements in order to support local biking
for residents.
Electric vehicles: We commend measures the design team is incorporating to
accommodate electric vehicles.
4) Sustainable Sites and Biophilic Design. We commend the design team’s
incorporation of biophilic elements in the building’s design and encourage further,
robust development of these features as the design evolves.
The world is facing a catastrophic climate crisis. It is critical that new building designs
incorporate sustainable elements consistent with Arlington’s CEP goals for carbon
neutrality by 2050. We urge the Applicant to move into the forefront of offering a
climate-friendly building with this project.

Construction

No comments received.

Other
Number

Name

O-2

Edward Prados

Connection to
Project
Community
member or
neighbor

Other Comments

Notes

I think that overall, this will be beneficial to enhancing Rosslyn as a livable community
by providing additional residential units conveniently located near Metro and close to
Georgetown. I appreciate the considerations that went into making it an attractive and
sustainable LEED design and hope the project will move forward soon.
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O-3

Hannah Follweiler

Community
member of
neighbor

If part of the building, or one of the buildings could be for sale as well as for rent, that
would be better for Arlington.

O-4

Ann McKenney

Community
member of
neighbor

O-5

Joyce Adams

Community
member or
neighbor

O-6

Cindy Nelson
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member or
neighbor

O-7

Gillian Burgess

Other Arlington
County Board,
Commission, or
Committee
member

I think I already sent you a comment: Would you please include in this project:
1. arlington county library
2.community senior and family center
3.recreation center for the community with exercise room and indoor pool
4. reach out center for the homeless
Rosslyn has no Arlington County resources committed to Rosslyn. I have lived here
since 1986. The residential community has markedly increased in population. The
number of children and young families increase. Thank you.
Finally, I am concerned about East West Coffee (formerly Central Coffee Bar). My
running group had been meeting there every single Saturday from the week they
opened until the pandemic struck. They were SO hospitable to us, but more
importantly, they were the first place in Rosslyn that really created a space where
people could meet and hang out. Nothing against fast casual dining, but there just
aren't places in Rosslyn where you can linger and that might be part of why the place
feels so soulless and empty (Compass has great coffee, but is small). Please, please,
please help EWC find a suitably sized place to move while the redevelopment takes
place and I think they should be grandfathered in to the new building at an affordable
rent.
Arlington County, Thank you for allowing the public to provide input.
1) Arlington County is over-developing residential and office space in the county,
resulting in multiple empty buildings with high rents for both land and business owners.
Arlington should NOT be developing new spaces until other buildings have been filled
to a certain occupancy level. There are numerous lease signs on buildings in Arlington.
Finally, Arlington desperately needs a public elementary school in this area, as
demonstrated by the recent elementary school boundary process. This development
project is directly across from Gateway Park, which could create an opportunity to have
play space. Instead of using above-ground space for parking, would it be possible to
use some space in this development for an elementary school? Please work with APS
to investigate the opportunities here.
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